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TOWARD CULTURALLY RELEVANTTEACHING:

An introduction to courageous conversations about
race and a foundation for deinstitutionalizing racism
and eliminating racial disparities in schools

Using critical race theory to develop culturally relevant
teaching (and cultural relevance) in the midst of
racially changing student populations

Beyond Diversity is a powerful, personally
transforming two-day seminar designed to help
leaders, educators, students, parents, administrators
and community participants understand the impact
of race on student learning and investigate the role
that racism plays in institutionalizing academic
achievement disparities.
Engage in a thoughtful, compassionate exploration of
race and racism and grapple with how each influences
the culture and climate of our schools; and practice
using strategies for identifying and addressing
policies, programs, and practices that negatively
impact achievement for students of color and serve
as barriers for ALL students receiving a world-class
education.

http://sanmateo.k12oms.org/435-123899

This seminar is a prerequisite for Toward Culturally
Relevant Teaching. Dr. Lori A. Watson, Equity
Transformation Specialist, Pacific Educational Group,
will facilitate this seminar.

Whether the result of gentrification, migration,
immigration, busing, or charter school enrollment,
veteran teachers are witnessing racial demographic
shifts that outpace shifts in their teaching practices
and the mindsets which underpin them. Throughout
the nation and especially in the Bay Area, educators'
inability to reach and teach racially transforming
student populations is resulting in harmful
achievement results for both students of color and
educators. These achievement disparities are far
from neutral in both cause and effect, rather they are
rooted in race and institutional racism.
This two-day seminar will inform your personal
response
by
1) applying the
Courageous
Conversations About Race protocol to exert the four
crucial elements in culturally Group relevant
teaching, and 2) using critical race theory to steer
progress toward effective teaching practices and
mindset. Marcus Moore, Equity Transformation
Specialists, Pacific Educational Group, will facilitate
this seminar. (Prerequisite: Completion of Beyond
Diversity'")

Questions? Contact: Elvira Tapia at
etapia@smcoe.org or 650-802-5312

The Summit consists the Beyond Diversity Seminar and the Toward Culturally Relevant Teaching Seminar. Both are two-day seminars. Summit
participants must select one of the two. Beyond Diversity is a perquisite for Toward Culturally Relevant Teaching.

